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Restriction enzymes are the workhorses of molecular biology. We introduce a new problem
which arises in the course of our project to design virus variants to serve as potential
vaccines: we wish to modify virus-length genomes to introduce large numbers of unique
restriction enzyme recognition sites while preserving wild-type function by substitution
of synonymous codons. We show that the resulting problem is NP-Complete, give an
exponential-time algorithm, as well as well-performing heuristics, and give excellent
results for ﬁve sample viral genomes. Our resulting modiﬁed genomes have several times
more unique restriction sites and reduce the maximum gap between adjacent sites by three
to nine-fold.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Synthetic biology is an exciting emerging ﬁeld with the goal of designing novel living organisms at the genetic level.
DNA sequencing technology can be thought of as reading DNA molecules, so as to describe them as strings on {ACGT} for
computational analysis, while DNA synthesis is the inverse operation, constructing DNA molecules with exactly a speciﬁed
sequence. Commercial vendors such as GeneArt (http://www.geneart.com) and Blue Heron (http://www.blueheronbio.com)
today charge as little as 60 cents per base to synthesize virus-length sequences, and prices are rapidly dropping [4,8]. The
advent of cheap synthesis will have many exciting new applications throughout the life sciences, and the need to design
new sequences to speciﬁcation leads to a variety of new algorithmic problems on sequences.
In this paper, we introduce a new problem which arises in the course of our project to design virus variants to serve as
potential vaccines [7,16,23]. In particular, restriction enzymes are laboratory reagents which cut DNA at speciﬁc patterns. For
example, the enzyme EcoRI cuts at the pattern GAATTC. Each enzyme cuts at a particular pattern, and over 3000 restriction
enzymes have been studied in detail, with more than 600 of these being available commercially [20].
Each occurrence of a pattern within a given DNA target sequence is called a restriction enzyme recognition site or restriction
site. Unique restriction sites within a given target are particularly prized, as they cut the sequence unambiguously in exactly
one place. Many techniques for manipulating DNA make use of unique restriction sites [12,19]. In particular, subcloning is
an important method of inserting a new sequence between restriction sites unique for two different enzymes.
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the laboratory. Traditionally, DNA sequences manipulated in laboratories were from living organisms, so the experimenter
had no choice but to work with what they were given, but low-cost, large-scale DNA synthesis changes this equation.
Refactoring [15] is a software engineering term for redesigning a program to improve its internal structure for better ease
of maintenance, while leaving its external behavior unchanged. Genome synthesis technology provides us the means to
refactor biological organisms, restructuring the genome of an organism to be easier to manipulate while preserving its
natural biological functions.
The redundancy of the genetic code (64 three-base codons coding for 20 distinct amino acids) gives us the freedom
to insert and remove restriction sites without changing the protein coded for by a given gene. Identifying the locations of
both current and potential sites can be done using conventional pattern matching algorithms. Much more challenging is
the problem of ﬁnding well-spaced unique placements for many different enzymes to facilitate laboratory manipulation of
synthesized sequences. Our contributions in this paper are:
• Problem Deﬁnition – We abstract a new optimization problem on sequences to model this sequence design task: the
Unique Restriction Site Placement Problem (URSPP). We show this problem is NP-Complete and give approximability results.
• Algorithm Design – We present a series of algorithms and heuristics for the Unique Restriction Site Placement Problem.
In particular give an O (n22m)-time dynamic programming algorithm for URSPP, which is practical for designs with
small number of enzymes. We also give an eﬃcient greedy heuristic as well as a heuristic based on weighted bipartite
matching, both of which are polynomial in the sequence length n and the number of restriction enzymes m, and both
of which construct good designs in practice.
• Sequence Design Tool – Our design algorithms have been integrated with the Aho–Corasick pattern matching algorithm
to yield a sequence design tool we anticipate will be popular within the synthetic biology community. In particular,
we have developed this tool as part of a project underway to design a candidate vaccine for a particular agricultural
pathogen.
• Experimental Results for Synthetic Viruses – The URSPP problem abstraction to some extent obscures the practical aspects
of sequence design. The critical issue is how regularly unique restriction sites can be inserted into the genomes of rep-
resentative viruses. We perform a series of experiments to demonstrate that impressive numbers of regularly-spaced,
unique restriction sites can be engineering into viral genomes.
Indeed, our system produces genomes with three to four-fold more unique restriction enzymes than a baseline al-
gorithm (details given in the results section) and reduces the maximum gap size between restriction sites three to
nine-fold. Fig. 1 shows example results for Polio virus and Equine Arteritis virus.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we brieﬂy review related work on genome refactoring and sequence
design. In Section 3 we discuss our algorithmic approach to the problem. Finally, in Section 4 we give the results for our
refactored viral genomes.
2. Related work
Synthetic biology is an exciting new ﬁeld of growing importance. The synthesis of virus-length DNA sequences (8 to 20
thousand bases), a diﬃcult task just a decade ago [5], is now a relatively inexpensive commercialized service. This enables
a tremendous number of applications, notably the manipulation of viral genomes to produce attenuated viruses for vaccine
production [7,16,23]. This work is in support of genome refactoring efforts related to this project.
Broadly, the ﬁeld of genome refactoring seeks to expand our understanding of genetics through the construction of
an engineering toolkit to easily modify genomes. Chan et al. [6], for example, refactored the bacteriophage T7 so “that
is easier to study, understand, and extend.” A number of different tools for genome refactoring exist: GeneJAX [3] is a
JavaScript web application CAD tool for genome refactoring. SiteFind is a tool which seeks to introduce a restriction enzyme
as part of a point mutation using site-directed mutagenesis [11]. However, SiteFind considers the much more restricted
problem of introducing a single restriction site into a short (< 400b) sequence speciﬁcally to serve as a marker for successful
mutagenesis, in contrast with our efforts to place hundreds of sites in several kilobase genomes.
GeneDesign is a tool which aids in the design of synthetic genes [18]. One of its functionalities is the silent insertion of
restriction sites, allowing the user to manually choose enzymes and sites from possible places where they can be inserted,
or doing this automatically. The latter is similar to our tool in trying to automate the creation of restriction sites in the
sequence, but the process is done quite differently. GeneDesign only attempts to insert restriction sites of enzymes that do
not appear anywhere in the sequence, and further follows only a simple heuristic to try to space the introduced consecutive
sites at an interval speciﬁed by the user, without any attempt or guarantee to optimize the process.
Other relevant work includes work by Skiena [21], which gives an algorithm for optimally removing restriction sites from
a given coding sequence. The problem here differs substantially, in that (1) we seek to remove all but one restriction sites
per cutter, and (2) we seek to introduce cut sites of unrepresented enzymes in the most advantageous manner.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Problem statement
The primary goal of our system is to take a viral plasmid sequence and, through minimal sequence editing, produce a
new plasmid which contains a large number of evenly spaced unique restriction sites. In order to accomplish this we create
and remove restriction sites in the sequence. The primary restrictions on our freedom to edit the sequence are:
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• The amino–acid sequence of all genes must be preserved; even a single amino-acid change can have a profound impact
on the function of a protein, and, in our application, the phenotype of a virus. Each amino–acid in a gene is encoded
by a triplet of nucleotides called a codon. Because there are more triplets than amino–acids, there are between one and
six codons which encode each amino–acid. For example, Methionine (M) is only encoded by the sequence ATG, while
Serine (S) can be encoded by any of: TCT, TCC, TCA, TCG, AGT, or AGC. Codons which encode the same amino–acid are
termed synonymous.
Substituting synonymous codons does not change the amino–acid sequence of the resultant protein. While there are
other potential pitfalls, relating to altering the primary or secondary structure of the sequence, our experience has
shown that viruses are generally quite robust to even very large numbers of synonymous substitutions, so long as known
biologically relevant structures are avoided. Thus, in gene-encoding regions our program may make only nucleotide
changes which change a codon into a synonymous codon. Fig. 2 shows an example of this concept. Here a single
nucleotide change introduces the EcoRI restriction site, without modifying the amino–acid sequence (GAG and GAA both
code for the amino–acid glutamic acid).
• Certain regions of the sequence may not be editable at all. Examples of such regions include known or suspected
functional RNA secondary structures or primary structure signals. We also lock overlapping regions of multiple open
reading frames; very few such regions admit useful synonymous codon changes to multiple ORFs simultaneously.
Thus, we seek to ﬁnd an optimal placement of restriction enzymes through synonymous codon substitutions. We formally
deﬁne the decision problem version of this Unique Restriction Site Placement Problem (URSPP) as follows:
• Input: A set of m subsets Si of integers, each between [1, . . . ,n], an integer K .
• Output: Does there exist a single element si in all Si such that the maximum gap between adjacent elements of
{0,n + 1, s1, . . . , sm} is at most K?
Here, each subset consists of the existing or potential recognition sites for a speciﬁc restriction enzyme. The decision
problem corresponds to choosing a single site for each restriction enzyme in such a way that guarantees that adjacent
unique restriction sites are no more than K bases apart. The optimization variant of the problem simply seeks to mini-
mize K , the largest gap between adjacent restriction enzymes.
We consider the variant of minimizing the largest gap between adjacent restriction enzymes because we believe it to
closely describe what we wish to achieve in for our biological purpose. We desire that, for any given portion of the viral
genome that we wish to edit, we need substitute in the smallest possible piece. Maximum gap length reﬂects the largest
such piece needed to edit any single position.
Simpler metrics have diﬃculties. Average gap length, for example, does not describe the quality of a restriction site
placement for two reasons: (1) gaps smaller than 100 bases may be effectively useless because of technical issues with
cloning, and (2) gaps become progressively more problematic as they grow in length It is perfectly possible to create a
sequence with good average gap length comprised of many small and several large gaps; such a sequence, however, would
be nearly completely useless to us.
In the following sections, we show that the URSPP problem is NP-Complete, and we give an exponential time and
space dynamic programming algorithm for this problem. Due to the impracticality of running this algorithm, we also give
suboptimal heuristics which do not give optimal results but still give good results which should prove very useful for our
biological purpose.
3.2. NP-completeness and approximability
Theorem 1. The decision version of URSPP is NP-complete. Further, the optimization version of URSPP cannot be approximated within
factor 3/2 unless P = NP.
Proof. The decision problem is clearly in NP, as one can readily verify if a speciﬁed selection of si ’s has gap at most k.
P. Montes et al. / Information and Computation 213 (2012) 59–69 63Fig. 3. Illustration of the reduction from Set Cover to URSPP. The shaded bar across the top represents the interval [0,n = 2k(3M + N)]. The vertical dashed
lines correspond to the singleton sets of values at positions 2k,4k,6k, . . . . The rows below the shaded bar show the values in the sets Si associated with
X1, X2, X3, . . . , in the order P1, Q 1, A1, B1,C1, D1, P2, Q 2, A2, . . . . The bottom set of rows correspond to the K copies of the sets {k,7k,13k, . . . , (M −
1)6k + k}. (Not shown are rows corresponding to the singleton sets at positions 2k,4k,6k, . . ..)
In order to prove NP-hardness, we use a reduction from Set Cover. Our reduction is illustrated in Fig. 3.
In order to prove NP-hardness, we use a reduction from Set Cover. Consider an instance of Set Cover, with universe
set U = {x1, x2, . . . , xN } and a collection C = {X1, X2, . . . , XM} of subsets Xi ⊆ U . Also given in the instance is an integer K ,
with 1 K  M . The problem is to decide if there exists a subset C′ ⊆ C , with |C′| K , such that C′ forms a cover of U :⋃
X∈C′ X = U . We can assume that each Xi ∈ C has four elements (|Xi| = 4); this special version of Set Cover is also known
to be NP-complete [17,9].
Given an instance of Set Cover, we construct an instance of URSPP as follows. First let k be an even positive integer, and
we let n = 2k(3M + N).
We specify singleton sets S1 = {2k}, S2 = {4k}, . . . , S3M+N−1 = {2k(3M + N − 1)}. Since each of these sets Si are single-
tons, the single points si ∈ Si will be selected in any solution of URSPP. The resulting set of si ’s, together with the elements
0 and n = 2k(3M + N), specify a set of 3M + N intervals each of length 2k: 0,2k,4k,6k, . . . ,2k(3M + N − 1),2k(3M + N).
We refer to the ﬁrst 3M intervals as set-intervals (they will be associated with the sets Xi) and the last N intervals as
element-intervals (they will be associated with the elements xi ∈ U ).
Next, for each of the M sets Xi of the Set Cover instance, we specify 6 sets Si , with each set having some of its
elements at values within 3 of the ﬁrst 3M set-intervals, and some values within the last N element-intervals. We use
the ﬁrst three set-intervals for X1, the next three set-intervals for X2, etc. Speciﬁcally, X1 = {xa, xb, xc, xd} corresponds
to the sets P1 = {k/2,3k}, Q 1 = {3k/2,5k}, A1 = {5k/2, a}, B1 = {7k/2, b}, C1 = {9k/2, c}, D1 = {11k/2, d}, where i =
3M · 2k + (i − 1)2k + k is the number (integer) at the midpoint of the ith element-interval. These sets are set up to allow
“propagation” of a choice to include set X1 in the set cover: If we select an element si = k (using the “selection-sets”
described next), thereby splitting the ﬁrst set-interval into two intervals of size k, then we are free to select the right
element, 3k, in set P1, which splits the second set-interval into two intervals of size k, and the right element, 5k, in set Q 1;
these choices result in the second and third set-intervals being split into two intervals of size k, freeing up the selections in
sets A1, B1, C1, and D1 to be the right elements, a, b, c, d , each of which splits the element-intervals corresponding to
xa, xb, xc, xd , effectively “covering” these elements. If we do not select an element si = k, then in order to have gaps of length
at most k, we must select the left choices (k/2 and 3k/2) in sets P1 and Q 1, which then implies that we must also make
the left choices in sets A1, B1,C1, D1, implying that we do not select splitting values in element-intervals corresponding to
xa, xb, xc, xd , thereby not “covering” these elements.
Finally, we specify K sets, each exactly equal to the same set {k,7k,13k, . . . , (M − 1)6k + k}. We call these the selection-
sets. They each have one element in the middle of the ﬁrst (of the 3) set-intervals associated with each set Xi . Selecting
element (i − 1)6k+ k from one of these selection-sets corresponds to deciding to use set Xi in the collection C′ of sets that
should cover U . Since there are K selection-sets, we are allowed to use up to K sets Xi .
In total, then, our instance of URSPP has m = (3M + N − 1) + 6M + K sets Si .
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of size K if and only if there exists a selection of si ’s for URSPP with maximum gap k.
Proof. Assume the Set Cover instance has a solution, C′ , with |C′| = K . Then, for the K selection-sets, we select one si
corresponding to each X ∈ C′ . For each of these K selected sets, Xi , the corresponding sets Pi and Q i are free to use the
right choices, thereby freeing up sets Ai , Bi , Ci , Di also to use right choices, effectively “covering” the 4 element-intervals
corresponding to the elements of Xi . Since C′ is a covering, we know that all N element-intervals are covered, resulting in
all element-intervals being split into subintervals of size k. For sets Xi not in C′ , the corresponding sets Pi and Q i use the
left choices (in order that the ﬁrst set-interval for Xi not have a gap larger than k), and the sets Ai , Bi , Ci , Di also use the
left choices (in order that the second and third set-intervals for Xi not have a gap larger than k). All gaps are therefore at
most k, so the instance of URSPP has a solution.
Now assume that the instance of URSPP has a solution, with maximum gap k. Then, every element-interval must be
split, by making right choices in several sets (Ai, Bi,Ci, Di) associated with some of the sets Xi . If such a choice is made
for even one set associated with Xi , then, in order to avoid a gap greater than k (of size at least 3k/2) in either the second
or third set-interval associated with Xi , at least one of the sets Pi or Q i must also be a right choice. This then implies that
there must be a selection-set that chooses to use the element that splits the ﬁrst set-interval associated with Xi ; otherwise
that interval will have a gap of size at least 3k/2. Thus, in order that URSPP has a solution, there must be a way to make
selections in the selection-sets in order that the selected sets Xi form a cover of U . Thus, the instance of Set Cover has a
solution. 
In fact, our argument above shows that there exists a set cover of size K if and only if there exists a selection of si ’s for
URSPP with maximum gap less than 3k/2, since, in any suboptimal solution of the URSPP instance, the gap size is at least
3k/2. This shows the claimed hardness of approximation. 
On the positive side, we are able to give an approximation algorithm for the URSPP optimization problem:
Theorem 2. The URSPP optimization problem has a polynomial-time 2-approximation.
Proof. We show that in polynomial time we can run an algorithm, for a given positive integer k, that will report “success”
or “failure”. If it reports “success”, it will provide a set of selections si ∈ Si , one point per Si , such that the maximum gap
is at most 2k − 1. If it reports “failure”, then we guarantee that it is impossible to make selections si ∈ Si such that all gaps
are of size at most k. By running this algorithm for each choice of k, we obtain the claimed approximation algorithm.
The algorithm is simply a bipartite matching algorithm (see [13]). We consider the bipartite graph whose“red” nodes are
the sets Si and whose “blue” nodes are the k-element integer sets { jk + 1, jk + 2, . . . , jk + k}, for j = 1,2, . . . . There is an
edge in the bipartite graph from red node Si to blue node { jk + 1, jk + 2, . . . , jk + k} if and only if Si contains an integer
element in the set { jk + 1, jk + 2, . . . , jk + k}. If there exists a matching for which every set { jk + 1, jk + 2, . . . , jk + k} is
matched to a red node, then we report “success”; the corresponding elements from the Si ’s have the property that no two
consecutive selections si are separated by more than 2k+ 1, since each interval { jk+ 1, jk+ 2, . . . , jk+ k} has an si . On the
other hand, if no matching exists for which every blue node is matched, then it is impossible to select one element si per
set Si with each set { jk + 1, jk + 2, . . . , jk + k} having an element si in it; this implies that one cannot achieve a selection
with all gaps of size at most k. 
We note that it is an interesting open problem to close the gap between the upper and lower bounds on the approxi-
mation factor (2 versus 3/2).
3.3. Dynamic programming algorithm
Consider a list of events, where each event can be one of (1) a location where a restriction enzyme is currently cutting or
(2) a place where an unused restriction enzyme can be inserted, sorted according to their position along the DNA sequence.
Let i be the number of events, S be a set of unused restriction enzymes, and j be the index of the last event placed in the
sequence. Similarly, Position(i) returns the position in the sequence where the event i occurs, Enzyme(i) returns the actual
enzyme that can be inserted at the position given by event i, and isCurrent(i) returns True if event i is a location where
a restriction enzyme is currently cutting and False otherwise.
Then the length of the minimum maximum gap possible can be found by the following recurrence relation
C[i, S, j] =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Position( j) i < 0
max{C[i − 1, S, i],Position( j) − Position(i)} isCurrent(i)
min{max{C[i − 1, S \ {Enzyme(i)}, i],
Position( j) − Position(i)},C[i − 1, S, j]} otherwise.
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maximum gap. Now, for each place where an unused enzyme can be inserted we have two options: either we place the
enzyme in that position or we do not. For each of these options we ﬁnd the best placement among the remaining enzymes
and the remaining events.
This algorithm runs in time O (n22r) where r is the number of unused enzymes and n is the total number of events.
Given the exponential dependence on the number of unused enzymes, the algorithm not only takes an exponential amount
of time, but also requires an exponential amount of memory.
3.4. Practical considerations
3.4.1. Restriction map construction
In our particular problem, we have a ﬁxed set of patterns, known in advance (the restriction sites), and variable texts
(the DNA sequence being analyzed). This fact justiﬁes preprocessing the set of patterns so as to speed search. We want
to eﬃciently search for all occurrences of all of the restriction sites within a given DNA sequence in order to build the
restriction map. Furthermore, whenever we make a base change we want to eﬃciently check that we have not created an
occurrence for another restriction enzyme.
In order to accomplish these two objectives, we use the standard Aho–Corasick algorithm [2]. This is a dictionary-matching
algorithm that eﬃciently ﬁnds all occurrences of a ﬁnite set of patterns P in a given text, which works by constructing a
deterministic ﬁnite automaton using a trie of the patterns in P .
Using this algorithm, we compute the main data structure used in the system, the restriction map (as commonly used
in restriction enzyme manipulation tools; for in example in [22]). This data structure keeps track of the list of restriction
enzymes, each with its name and its recognition site. Additionally, for every restriction enzyme we need a list of occurrences
(start/end locations) in the DNA sequence that we are processing.
3.4.2. Inserting and removing recognition sites
It would be convenient to alter bases which are not in coding regions. Unfortunately, it is frequently the case that
making alterations to these regions may disrupt secondary structures and other signals (such as the signals which create
mRNA species in Equine Arteritis virus, in our test data). Contrarily, there may be good reason to believe that synonymous
changes can be introduced into coding regions without creating a viral phenotype. Indeed, our prior work with Poliovirus
and Adeno-associated virus has indicated that in the absence of a sequence-speciﬁc signal which may be disrupted it is
possible to change virtually every third nucleotide in a coding region without creating a detectable phenotype, provided
that codon bias is not changed.
For these reasons, in our testing we allow only changes which are synonymous codon changes within a coding region.
It is worth noting, however, that this does not mean that the resulting longest gap in the output sequence need be as long
as the longest gap between coding regions. Although there is signiﬁcantly less leeway when it comes to introducing sites
outside of coding regions, it is possible to create unique restriction sites within these non-coding regions by the deletion of
multiple sites elsewhere. Indeed, our algorithm achieves this quite well.
When adding restriction sites, we seek to change a minimal number of bases. However, we cannot just modify the bases
of the sequence to create a restriction site for a given enzyme anywhere we want: we cannot modify locked regions (which
may be regions of sequence-speciﬁc function, for example), we have to make sure that we are maintaining the amino–acid
sequence of genes, and we need to ensure that by creating a recognition site for a given enzyme we are not accidentally
creating a recognition site for another enzyme, etc. A simple O (nm) algorithm was implemented to ﬁnd all the possible
places where a given restriction enzyme can be inserted, where n is the length of the sequence and m is the length of the
recognition site; as m is a small constant for all practical purposes, this naïve method is essentially linear.
When deleting a restriction site, we do so by changing a single base whenever possible. We have some degree of
ﬂexibility in choosing the base change, however, we currently pick a synonymous codon arbitrarily.
It is worth noting that a suﬃciently large number of synonymous base changes could substantially disrupt the codon bias
of a gene. The codon bias of a genome is the statistical over-representation of certain codons over other synonymous codons.
Genes which have codon bias signiﬁcantly different from those of the host system (for example, poliovirus replicating in
human cells) are known to express poorly. Thus, altering the codon bias of a viral genome could signiﬁcantly affect the
phenotype of the virus [10]. Examining our test results, we do not believe that the number of codon changes we make
is large enough to signiﬁcantly alter the codon bias (or codon pair bias) for even relatively small genomes such as polio.
However, there is more than ample leeway in alterations that such an objection could be dealt with by a somewhat more
clever policy of restriction site insertion and deletion.
3.5. Program
Our heuristic approach for this problem is:
• First, eliminate all but one restriction site for enzymes which appear in the genome initially.
• Second, insert new restriction sites for enzymes which do not appear in the genome initially.
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The ﬁrst phase following preprocessing seeks to create unique restriction sites from those sites which already appear
in the genome. We are trying to have as many unique enzymes as possible in the sequence while trying to minimize the
amount of work (in terms of total base changes), and we attempt to do this with a randomized greedy approach. We sort
the enzymes by number of existing restriction sites, and we immediately lock the enzymes that have only one occurrence.
although it could be possible to move these enzymes by deleting this occurrence and introducing a new one, the number
of unique sites is usually relatively low, and the additional modiﬁcation to the sequence unnecessary from a performance
standpoint.
Next, for those enzymes that have 2 occurrences, we delete one of them, and keep the other. In increasing order of n,
for enzymes with n occurrences we delete n − 1, and we randomly keep only one. Although it is possible to construct
pathological cases, in practice the randomization of which occurrence to keep makes the ﬁnal distribution of sites quite
uniform throughout the sequence. This part of the algorithm also discards enzymes that cannot be used because they have
2 or more occurrences within locked regions.
The result of this phase is a randomly generated backbone of unique sites which the insertion phase will seek to improve.
As a result of this randomization, however, it is possible that the resulting structure may be suboptimal for the insertion
phase. Because all of our heuristics are relatively fast, we simply generate several random deletion phases for each insertion
phase and choose the best resulting sequence.
3.5.2. Insertion of unused enzymes
After modifying our sequence in order to delete restriction sites so that a subset of restriction enzymes have unique
occurrences, we are left with gaps: sequences of contiguous bases between these unique occurrences in which there are
no restriction sites. Our objective is to use the restriction enzymes that do not currently appear in the genome by creating
recognition sites for them in order to reduce the size of these gaps. To achieve this we considered two approaches.
First, we would like to use our exponential time and space dynamic programming algorithm to ﬁnd the best possible dis-
tribution of restriction site insertions. Unfortunately, the number of restriction sites we wish to insert makes this algorithm
unfeasibly expensive. Our approach to overcoming this problem was to run the dynamic programming algorithm in blocks.
We run the algorithm to ﬁnd the optimal placement of a feasibly small set of X enzymes ﬁrst, then for the following X ,
and so on until we have covered all enzymes (for testing purposes, X = 8). Moreover, as discussed above, we only insert
enzymes with no initial recognition site, and before this, we apply our randomized heuristic for deleting multiple restriction
sites. In order to minimize the effect of this randomization, we run the algorithm over several randomized backbones and
take the best resulting sequence.
This approach, thus, will not always give the exact optimal solution, but we will end with a good approximation. In
Section 4 we give results for this approach using two orderings of enzymes: most possible insertion points ﬁrst and fewest
possible insertion points ﬁrst. From our results, it was not clear that either ordering performed consistently better, however.
Most frequently both orderings produced the same maximum gap, occasionally differing in the insertion of an enzyme.
Our second approach is based on ﬁnding “ideal” places for insertions (in order to minimize the maximum gap) and the
actual possible places where the enzymes can be inserted. From this, we consider two approaches to insert the enzymes
as close as possible to these “ideal” insertion points: a fast greedy heuristic and maximum bipartite matching. We will ﬁrst
describe how we ﬁnd these “ideal” insertion points and then describe our two heuristics.
3.5.3. Determining the ideal insertion points
Consider the following problem. We are given a set of n gaps G = {g1, g2, . . . , gn}, where a gap gi has length i , and a
set of m separators S = {s1, s2, . . . , sm}. A separator can be placed anywhere within a gap in order to split it in two. If a
separator is placed at position p within a gap of length , the resulting two gaps will have size p and  − p.
Our task is to place the separators within the gaps so that the maximum length of the resulting gaps is minimized.
The overall effect is that all the resulting gaps at the end of the process will be of approximately the same length (and
restriction sites will be evenly distributed among the entire sequence).
Our algorithm to compute these ideal insertion points works as follows. We say each gap, gi , is composed of ki segments.
Initially ki = 1 for 1 i  n. Every time we insert a separator s j within a gap gi we increment ki by one. Note that at this
point we are not making a commitment in terms of the exact position in which s j should be placed, we are just saying that
s j should be placed somewhere within gi .
As long as there are unused separators, the next available separator should be placed in the gap gi whose ratio between
its length and the number of segments it is composed of (li/ki) is highest.
FindPreferredInsertLocations(G,m)
1 Without lost of generality, assume 1/k1 > 2/k2 > · · · > n/kn
2 while there are separators available
3 do Place the current separator in the ﬁrst gap of the list
4 Move the ﬁrst gap of the list to its new position so that the list remains sorted in
decreasing order of the ratio between its length and the number of segments it is
composed of
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the gap by the number of segments composing the gap. Speciﬁcally, if a given gap gi begins at position si of the sequence,
ki − 1 separators should be placed at positions si + 0× i/ki , si + 2× i/ki , . . . , si + (ki − 1) × i/ki .
The above procedure is used to compute the ideal place where unused enzymes should be inserted in order to minimize
the gaps, where G is a set of n gaps and m is the total number of unused enzymes whose recognition site can be created in
at least one possible location. G is computed based on the current state of the restriction map after we have modiﬁed the
sequence in order to create unique occurrences for a subset of restriction enzymes.
3.5.4. A greedy approach to insertion
The most straightforward heuristic in our system is a simple greedy algorithm which seeks to insert the unused re-
striction enzymes on or close to the ideal locations. The set of possible restriction enzyme insertions are sorted by their
distance from the closest ideal insertion point. At each step the algorithm then creates the unique site closest to an ideal
insertion point, and removes all pending insertion points of the used enzyme (since all enzymes may only be used once).
The algorithm continues until all enzymes have been inserted once.
This greedy algorithm is quite eﬃcient, running in time equivalent to sorting the set of all possible insertion points. There
are O (nr) possible insertion points, where n is the length of the sequence and r is the number of restriction enzymes. In
practice, however, there is small constant here, as for each position in the sequence there is a relatively small probability
(dependent on the length of the restriction enzyme’s recognition sequence) that the enzyme can be inserted here.
Indeed, the greedy algorithm runs so quickly even for the comparatively large viruses we tested (such as λ phage) that
in order to achieve better performance we are able to run the greedy algorithm with many different random deletion
backbones.
3.5.5. Weighted bipartite matching
An alternate approach to this problem is that after we have found both the list of ideal places where enzymes should be
inserted and the list of places where each unused enzyme can actually be inserted, we formulate the problem of deciding
which enzyme should be inserted in which location as a weighted bipartite matching problem.
Let G = (X ∪ Y , E) be a weighted bipartite graph where X is a set of unused restriction enzymes and Y is a list of ideal
places where enzymes should be inserted. For each x ∈ X we have an edge e ∈ E from x to every yi ∈ Y , where the weight
of e is given by the squared distance in the sequence between yi and the location where x can be inserted that is closest to
yi . In other words, the bipartite graph consists of enzymes on one side and ideal insertion points on the other. The distance
in the bipartite graph from an enzyme to an ideal site is the square of the distance from the ideal site to the nearest place
where that enzyme can be inserted (other distance metrics tested proved inferior).
We then compute the minimum weight perfect matching by using the Hungarian Algorithm [14]. This gives us, for each
unused enzyme, a location where we should create the recognition site for it. Given the running time of the Hungarian
Algorithm as O (V 2 log(V ) + V E), we have that V ∈ O (n + r), E ∈ O (nr); thus, as practically speaking r will be much less
than n, the running time of our matching is effectively O (n2 log(n)). As with our other heuristics, we run with a number of
different randomized removal backbones and take the best resulting sequence.
4. Results
4.1. Restriction enzyme database
The restriction enzyme set chosen for evaluation consists of 145 restriction enzymes with distinct recognition sites.
Many of these enzymes have alternative enzymes which cut the same sequence, allowing for a fair amount of ﬂexibility
in practice, but for accounting purposes in our results, each unique recognition signal is counted only once. Each enzyme
in this set has a recognition site at least 6 bases long, and all enzymes create overhangs (or “sticky ends”) as opposed to
blunt ends, which are most useful for sub-cloning purposes. Furthermore, all enzymes used in this dataset are commercially
available.
Table 1 shows the set of restriction enzymes used in our testing. All enzyme data was extracted from New England
Biolabs’ restriction enzyme database (REBASE) [20].
4.2. Experimental results
We tested our program on a variety of viral sequences acquired from the National Center for Biotechnology Informa-
tion’s GenBank website. The viruses shown were chosen to encompass a range of viral types, covering both single-stranded
positive- (Rubella, Poliovirus, EAV, FMDV) and negative-sense (Measles) RNA viruses, and both single- (Adeno-associated
virus) and double-stranded (λ phage) DNA viruses. The viruses range in size from very small (Adeno-associated virus:
4.7kb) to rather large (λ phage: 48.5kb).
In these experiments, the genome is considered to be circular. That is, gaps which end at the edge of the string wrap
around to the beginning. The biological motivation for this is simply that these viral genomes are typically manipulated in
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Test set of restriction enzymes: 145 distinct recognition site, commercially available, non-blunt cutters.
AarI AasI AatII AbsI Acc36I AccB1I AccB7I AccI AccIII
AclI AcsI AcuI AcyI AdeI AﬁI AﬂIII AgeI AhdI
AhlI AjuI AloI Alw21I Alw44I AlwNI Ama87I ArsI AscI
AseI AsiSI AspA2I suII AsuNHI AxyI BaeGI BaeI BanII
BanIII BarI BauI BbeI BbuI BbvCI BcgI BciVI BclI
BﬁI BfmI BfoI BglI BglII BplI BpmI Bpu10I BpuEI
BpvUI BsaJI BsaMI BsaWI BsaXI Bse118I BsePI BseRI BseX3I
BseYI BsgI BsiWI BsmBI Bsp1286I Bsp1407I Bsp19I BspQI BssT1I
Bst6I BstAPI BstDSI BstENI BstMWI BstNSI BstX2I BstXI BtsI
CciNI Cfr42I Cfr9I CpoI CspCI DraII EciI Eco57MI EcoRI
FalI FauNDI FseI Hin4I HindIII KﬂI MauBI MfeI MluI
MmeI MroNI NmeAIII PacI PaeR7I PasI PfoI PpiI PpuMI
Psp124BI PspXI PstI SalI SbfI SﬁI SgrAI SmlI TaqII
TatI TsoI TstI XcmI
Table 2
Results for varying viruses under different insertion heuristics, including the baseline algorithm, and the result of only removing duplicate sites, with no
site insertion (“After removal”).
Virus Metric Initial Baseline After
removal
Greedy Weighted
bipartite
Min max gap
(fewest ﬁrst)
Min max gap
(most ﬁrst)
Equine Arteritis # changes N/A 95 121 144 143 141 142
virus (12.7kb) # of enzymes 22 26 59 68 68 66 68
Max. gap 3405 2203 747 498 542 484 484
# changes N/A 118 189 196 195 201 201
λ Phage # of enzymes 14 22 57 59 57 60 60
(48.5kb) Max. gap 11903 4540 3343 2819 2819 2424 2424
Measles virus # changes N/A 118 242 255 260 262 262
(15.9kb) # of enzymes 12 31 62 69 65 70 70
Max. gap 4316 1742 1038 742 768 674 674
Polio virus # changes N/A 183 61 132 130 113 118
(7.4kb) # of enzymes 26 45 48 71 68 68 68
Max. gap 1550 734 693 228 247 256 261
Rubella virus # changes N/A 185 121 156 154 153 162
(9.7kb) # of enzymes 28 38 63 71 71 68 73
Max. gap 1092 558 591 389 333 393 306
Foot and # changes N/A 231 114 143 140 131 131
mouth disease # of enzymes 32 46 67 78 78 76 76
virus (8.1kb) Max. gap 1001 588 646 360 360 360 360
Adeno-associated # changes N/A 226 50 109 115 101 93
virus (4.7kb) # of enzymes 35 48 57 81 78 77 76
Max. gap 560 420 560 201 195 195 195
circular plasmid vectors. This makes little difference to the results given below, however, as the maximum gap is rarely at
the edge of the genome.
In Table 2 we give the number of nucleotides changed, total number of unique restriction sites, and maximum gap
length for each of our insertion methods, as well as for the removal alone. We also give as a baseline for comparison one
ﬁnal heuristic. In this heuristic, we ﬁrst compute a gap-length g which would generate evenly spaced positions through-
out the genome, based on the total number of restriction enzymes which either appear or can be created in the genome.
We then attempt to introduce a unique restriction site (either by insertion or by deletion) as close to position g as pos-
sible, say at position p. The heuristic then moves to position p + g and repeats. This algorithm is similar to that used by
GeneDesign [18].
The results clearly show that our method is able to consistently create a large number of unique restriction sites, rela-
tively evenly spaced throughout the genome. The dynamic programming algorithm (in either heuristic conﬁguration, using
8 enzymes at a time) consistently outperforms the greedy and matching heuristics. This algorithm was, however, by far the
slowest, though even for the largest virus, λ phage, it runs in only a few minutes on an unimpressive laptop. The greedy
and matching algorithms perform quite well, however, and in one case (Poliovirus) it even beats all other algorithms.
Overall, our results are quite good. For every virus, the number of unique restriction enzymes is at least doubled over
the initial sequence, and the maximum gap reduced to roughly a region one-twentieth the length of the genome. This is all
performed using, on average, a handful of synonymous mutations for each introduced restriction site, and in prior experi-
ments many more synonymous mutations have successfully been introduced into poliovirus without inducing a phenotype.
We thus have every conﬁdence that these designs will be useful to our future biological endeavors.
P. Montes et al. / Information and Computation 213 (2012) 59–69 695. Conclusion
We consider the problem of manipulating virus-length genomes to insert large numbers of unique restriction sites,
while preserving wild-type phenotype. We give an abstraction of this problem, show that it is NP-Complete, give a
2-approximation algorithm, and give a dynamic programming algorithm which solves it in exponential time and space.
We also give several practical heuristics, which create genomes with several times more unique restriction sites, reducing
the largest gap between adjacent sites by three to nine-fold.
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